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Abstract

The vision, mission, and work indicators of high school education are all geared toward producing graduates of excellent quality. Students’ academic performance in the first and second grades indicates their eventual excellence as graduates. However, it is not feasible to ensure that students in the third year have good results only by comparing their academic achievements during the first and second grades. School leaders and policymakers can benefit from data analysis and visualization by gaining insight into recurring patterns and emerging trends in their stored data. Leaders and management at schools can benefit significantly from Rapidminer’s decision tree and cross-validation data analysis methods when trying to figure out what to do about students performing well or poorly academically.
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1. Introduction

Data are essential to the daily operations of any organization, agency, or institution, from the routine transactional data stored in relational databases to the telemetry data on services provided to the data obtained from fields, such as social media and stored in a database, data warehouse, or big data. These data are precious when they can be transformed into diagnostic, predictive, or prescriptive information. Having information is insufficient. In order to make improvements to their operations, high schools need the ability to take data-driven action. Whether redistributing funds to meet pressing demands, recognizing failing strategies, and pivoting to a new course of action, agility is essential. It explains why it is crucial to utilize data to generate compelling stories. Using data for diagnosis and predictions is also an issue in high schools. Despite the importance of students’ final grades to their academic and professional futures, the school has not identified, characterized, or predicted the factors contributing to students’ success and graduation.

2. Method

The initial step of this study required students’ demographic data and test scores from their first through last years of schooling. The subsequent step was to analyze the information in the data source to make predictions about the graduation rate of students. The mining process in this study was carried out using a decision tree algorithm. It is envisaged that more realistic predictions could be made using the cross-validation method. For students whose G1 and G2 grades were included in
the prediction, the results were expressed as condition scores or G3 (designated third-year grades). The vast quantity of data currently available is a defining feature of the modern era. Tools with predefined functionality exist for processing and visualizing massive data sets using a variety of graphical representations. Since the human brain analyzes images or visuals faster than words, data visualization is a considerably more efficient method of obtaining information than analysis performed on numeric data [1], [2]. Data visualization is a method solution for conveying complex information using the human visual system to facilitate comprehension [3]. This visualization yields an efficient and visually appealing graph well-suited to the data and is compatible with mobile platforms[4], [5].

A high level of expertise is required to conduct the required predictive analysis, data mining, text analytics, and data preparation [6]–[8]. In reality, a data scientist would be regarded as a super coder with a Ph.D. in statistics and an in-depth familiarity with every conceivable business challenge. Experts in this field were naturally hard to come by. Thus, Rapidminer was developed to allow laypeople to draw the same conclusions as data scientists [9]. It helps make it simpler for people to implement the solutions and discover new ones. To help businesses move more quickly, Rapidminer equips business analysts and data scientists with the tools to unearth previously unseen patterns and advantages. As a result, there is a chance for a ton of profit in the market [10], [11]. Rapidminer was employed in the following way to analyze and visualize prediction data for high school students.

1. Obtaining the indicators required for analysis regarding the grades of high school students
2. Collecting supporting data
3. Analyzing the data obtained using Rapidminer with the decision tree and cross-validation methods to analyze the factors influencing students’ final grades
4. Acquiring a visualization of the decision tree method for use by writers and those who need data and information to facilitate observation of the factors influencing students’ final grades

3. Results and Discussion


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Not attending class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll call</td>
<td>Attending class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>Period 1 score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>Period 2 score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Predicted score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final value or G3 in Table 1 was given the condition label by changing the G3 value to the following condition.

1. 0-15 : Failed
2. 16-30 : Passed
Subsequently, the data were analyzed using Rapidminer’s decision tree method to identify the factors that most impacted the condition.

Figure 1. Decision Tree Process in Rapidminer

Figure 2 depicts the results obtained from the decision tree.

Students predicted to pass with a G1 score of higher than 15.5 had 39 correct predictions and two incorrect ones considered failed. Figure 3 describes the results.

Figure 2. Decision Tree Results

Students predicted to pass with a G1 score of higher than 15.5 had 39 correct predictions and two incorrect ones considered failed. Figure 3 describes the results.

Figure 3. Description of Decision Tree results in Rapidminer

Cross-validation was performed ten times to provide more accurate validation results, forming a process in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Decision Tree and Cross-Validation
Figure 5 exhibits the details of the cross-validation process.

![Cross Validation Process](image)

**Figure 5. Cross Validation**

The experiment continued using the decision tree and cross-validation methods. Figure 6 illustrates the experimental results.

![Decision Tree and Cross-Validation](image)

**Figure 6. Decision Tree and Cross-Validation**

It turned out that both the decision tree method with and without cross-validation produced identical results when tested with 395 data and the same factors. These results are described in Figure 7.

![Decision Tree](image)

**Figure 7. Description of Decision Tree and Cross-Validation**

The confusion matrix table additionally demonstrates the performance of cross-validation. It achieved an accuracy of 99.24% with a standard deviation of 1.72%. Figure 8 exhibits an accuracy rate of 99.71% for the 342 correct failed predictions and one incorrect prediction. Moreover, there were 50 correct passed predictions and two incorrect predictions, generating an accuracy rate of 96.15%, as displayed in Figure 8.

![Performance Vector and Confusion Matrix](image)

**Figure 8. Performance Vector and Confusion Matrix**
4. Conclusion

Research began with data collection, followed by processing the data using Rapidminer tools. This study employed the decision tree and cross-validation methods to process the data and obtain accurate prediction results. The goal was to determine factors affecting students’ grades and how well these methods could predict their grades based on their current grades and demographic information.
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